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Abstract: Instead of a number of different approaches or a formal description of experimental data,
a unified approach is proposed to consider failure and deformation as thermodynamic processes.
Mathematical modeling of the processes is carried out using rheological models of the material.
Parametric identification of structural models is carried out using minimal necessary experiments.
Based on results of these experiments, the scope of applicability conditions for this material and
test modes necessary for parametric identification of models are selected. One fracture criterion is
used that formally corresponds to the achievement of a threshold concentration of micro-damage in
any volume of the material. Calculations of durability under conditions of varying temperature and
variable loads are based on the relationship of plastic flow and failure processes distributed over the
volume of the material. They are performed numerically over time steps depending on the ratio of
the rate of change of temperature and stresses.
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1. Introduction

This article has a conceptual orientation and examines the processes of fracturing
and deformation from the point of view of materials science. In general, this is an
interdisciplinary task and cannot be solved from the standpoint of mechanics. Mate-
rials science considers the internal processes occurring in a solid under load from the
standpoint of the theory of reaction rates. In our works, we follow the kinetic concept
of fracturing, reflecting in aggregate the thermodynamic processes associated with the
failure of materials [1]. Thanks to the achievements of the Russian school of strength
physics, both the causes of fracturing and the connection of this process with the thermo-
physical properties of the substance from which the material is made and its structure
become clear [2–7]. Based on this approach, the problems of arbitrary temperature–force
loading of structural components are solved, since temperature is explicitly included in
the equations of physical kinetics [6]. Quantum effects of low-temperature fracturing of
materials are also taken into account [4].

In order not to refer the reader to the study of literary references, we will present here
the basics of the approach. The laws of fracturing are revealed in specimen tests for creep
and durability at constant stresses and temperatures [2], which should then be used to
analyze fatigue, characterized by localization of the processes of fracturing and deformation
with their distribution over the volume of the material [5]. In the latter case, the problem
can be solved only by mathematical modeling of these processes as temporary on the basis
of inelastic characteristics of the material that are their consequence. The simulation result
is verified with calculated estimates of the durability of materials and structural elements
under various loading programs. They are compared with experimental data obtained
under thermo-mechanical loading, or test results for random loading processes of a given
spectral density.

The literary references given in this article relate only to the concept under considera-
tion. References to works whose content is presented from other positions are not provided.
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2. Basic Laws of Failure and Deformation of Materials

Examination of the kinetics of fracturing of polymers, pure metals, alloys, and other
materials showed that the following dependence of durability τ on the absolute temperature
T and stress σ is satisfied in many cases:

τ = τ0 exp
(

U0 − γσ
kT

)
(1)

where U0 is initial activation energy of fracturing, γ is the structure-sensitive coefficient, k
is the Boltzmann constant, and τ0 is the average period of thermal vibrations of atoms in a
solid [2]. The expression for the plastic strain rate at a constant stress (steady creep stage)
obtained in the same experiments has a similar form:

.
εp =

.
ε0 exp

(
−Q0 − ασ

kT

)
(2)

This indicates a close relationship of the fracturing processes with the processes of
plastic deformation. A comparison of the parameters of Equations (1) and (2) for many
materials in fact shows the equality (within the limits of the error of experimental data
processing) of U0 and Q0, as well as γ and α, and the product τ0

.
ε0 is equal to the residual

strain accumulated at the steady creep stage. The residual strain changes only slightly
(approximately by an order of magnitude) with a large change in the duration of fractur-
ing (9–10 orders) [3]. The values of the pre-exponential factors in Equations (1) and (2)
determined in processing of experimental data for different materials were in the range
10−11–10−14 s for τ0 and 1012–1013 s−1 for

.
ε0.

The expressions U0 − γσ and Q0 − ασ in Equations (1) and (2) are called the force
dependences of the activation energy of fracturing (AEF) and deformation (AED). The
processing of experimental data on the durability and creep rate at constant stresses and
temperatures, called the thermal activation analysis, involves the construction of the
dependencies U(σ) = U0 − γσ and Q(σ) = Q0 − ασ as a set of values RT ln(τν0) and
RT ln(

.
ε0/

.
εp), accordingly, calculated for each stress value and approximated with the least

squares method.
They are straight lines if the structure of the material does not undergo significant

changes. Here, R is the universal gas constant (instead of k for a mole of a substance);
ν0 = 1/τ0 = 1013 s−1 is characteristic Debye frequency,

.
ε0 = ε∗ν0 [1,3]. The coefficients

γ and α, which depend on the structure of the material, called the activation volumes,
characterize the values of internal stresses in the so-called fracture centers [2,3].

A typical relationship between deformation and fracturing is illustrated in Figure 1 [4].
And the temperature–force dependences of the steady-state creep rate are a mirror image
of similar dependences of durability [2]. Using the relationship between the processes of
deformation and fracturing (AED and AEF), it is possible to build mathematical models
that transform external effects on the material into the kinetics of internal thermodynamic
processes. As a result, the strength and deformation properties of materials observed in the
experiment can be determined with calculation, reproducing the processes that determine
them in models. Deviations of U(σ) and Q(σ) from straight lines indicate changes in the
structure of the material and require appropriate modeling [1,5].
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materials [6]. In material models, instead of the viscous flow bodies N (Newton body), 
the plastic flow bodies Zh (Zhurkov body) and Km (Kauzmann body) are used, named 
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1 d dexp( )
d d

A B
M t t

σ ε+ σ =  (3)

Or 

1 d d2 sinh( )
d d

A B
M t t

σ ε+ σ =  (4)

For a constant deformation rate d / d t Cε = , we obtain the solution, for example, of 
Equation (3) in the form: 

0
1 ln exp[ ( )] [1 exp( )]AB MCt BMCt
B C

 σ = − − σ + + − − 
 

 (5)

For a constant loading rate d / d t Dσ = , the solution of Equation (3), which is the 
dependence of strain on time, takes the form: 

0 0
exp( ) 1exp( )Dt BDtA B

M BD
−ε = ε + + σ  (6)

where 0σ  and 0ε  are the stress and strain at the time 0t = , respectively. 
At t → ∞ , Equation (5) yields the flow stress (yield stress): 
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Figure 1. Force dependence of AEF and AED of specimens of 1201 T1 alloy (Al-Cu-Mn system)
tested at constant temperatures and loads; T, K: 1—398, 2—433 (creep rate); 3—398, 4—433, 5—448,
6—473 (durability).

3. Mathematical Modeling of the Rheological Properties of the Material

New models describing their plastic flow have been introduced into the rheology of
materials [6]. In material models, instead of the viscous flow bodies N (Newton body), the
plastic flow bodies Zh (Zhurkov body) and Km (Kauzmann body) are used, named after
these famous scientists who made a fundamentally important contribution to the study of
the kinetics of thermally activated processes [7,8].

Expressing the rate of plastic strain (2) at a constant temperature in the form
.
εp = A exp(Bσ) for the Zh body or

.
εp = 2Asinh(Bσ) for the Km body, where

A =
.
ε0 exp[−Q0/(RT)] and B = α/(RT), with in-series connection of these bodies with

the Hooke solid having an elastic modulus M, we obtain the differential equations of their
deformation [6]:

1
M

dσ
dt

+ A exp(Bσ) =
dε
dt

(3)

Or
1
M

dσ
dt

+ 2Asinh(Bσ) =
dε
dt

(4)

For a constant deformation rate dε/dt = C, we obtain the solution, for example, of
Equation (3) in the form:

σ = − 1
B

ln
{

exp[−B(σ0 + MCt)] +
A
C
[1− exp(−BMCt)]

}
(5)

For a constant loading rate dσ/dt = D, the solution of Equation (3), which is the
dependence of strain on time, takes the form:

ε = ε0 +
Dt
M

+ A exp(Bσ0)
exp(BDt)− 1

BD
(6)

where σ0 and ε0 are the stress and strain at the time t = 0, respectively.
At t→ ∞ , Equation (5) yields the flow stress (yield stress):

σ = − 1
B

ln
(

A
C

)
(7)
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This depends on the strain rate and temperature. By fixing the material strain reached,
one can calculate the stress relaxation with the following formula [6]:

σ = − 1
B

ln[exp(−Bσ0) + ABMt] (8)

The relaxation process occurs without the work of external forces, i.e., due to the
internal energy of a solid body, the measure of which is the temperature [3].

The parallel connection of the Hooke body with the Zh or Km body leads to solutions
describing local plastic strains associated with fatigue failure. This process also occurs in
time, and the composition of the structural elements of the material model makes it possible
to reproduce any arbitrary type of temperature–force loading using time steps, representing
the implementation of this process as a piecewise linear dependence [1]. The result of the
calculations will be the values of conditional damage distributed over local volumes of
material, each of which is represented by a structural element of the model. The durability
of the entire structure will determine the local volume, the rate of damage accumulation
in which it has maximum value. And this, in turn, will depend on the temperature, the
character of stress changes, and the time spent under load.

Parametric identification of the structural model of the material is performed based
on the amplitude dependence of the inelasticity by dividing it into components that
characterize each structural element. The typical amplitude dependence of the inelastic
deformation of the material in the form of the opening of the inelasticity loop is shown
in Figure 2. The same dependence can be constructed for Man-Ten steel according to
Table C-4 from the publication [9].
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Figure 2. Typical amplitude dependence of the inelasticity loop width of the material (for example, 
B.C.C. metals or carbon fiber-reinforced plastic): 1–3—lines of inelasticity related to different vol-
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Figure 2. Typical amplitude dependence of the inelasticity loop width of the material (for example,
B.C.C. metals or carbon fiber-reinforced plastic): 1–3—lines of inelasticity related to different volumes
of a solid, AB, BC—areas of growth of the loop width in these volumes; reprinted from Ref. [10].

The broken line 3 in the figure shows the value of the loop width: the maximum
distance between the loading and unloading curve ε = f (σ), calculated at a constant
mean value of the cycle stresses. The data are taken from an experiment performed on
unidirectional carbon fiber-reinforced plastic [11]. Up to point A (line 1), there is always
relaxation-type inelasticity in any material [12]. As the loading amplitude increases,
hysteresis-type inelasticity additionally appears (segment AB on line 2). This is followed
by a new increase in inelasticity (segment BC). Each loop width increment is ascribed to
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one structural element of the material model, which will determine its durability in the
corresponding range of amplitudes.

The dependence of durability on mean cyclic stresses is taken into account in the
rheological model of the material by changing the loop width through the change of the
parameter

.
ε0 in Equation (2). For this purpose, in each amplitude range, it is necessary to

test with a different asymmetry index [1], and the endurance value N (the number of cycles
passed during the specimen fracture) will be inversely proportional to the increment of the
loop width in this range.

After parametric identification of the mathematical model carried out using experi-
mental data for a specific frequency and temperature of tests, it is possible to proceed to
calculations of the durability of the material under arbitrary changes in temperature and
stress within the studied range of temperature–force dependences of AED and AEF. When
the material structure changes, the parameters A and B in Equations (3) or (4) should be
replaced by functions describing the accompanying thermally activated processes or the
results of some other external effects leading to these changes.

The parameters A and B of the model are determined with a thermal activation analysis
of durability data from creep experiments of material specimens (Figure 1) according to
Equation (2), and the modulus of elasticity M is equal to the modulus of elasticity of the
material at a given test temperature.

Figure 3 shows a one-dimensional structural model of the material, describing
both its general flow (creep) and local plastic strains distributed over the volume of the
material, varying over time and associated with fatigue failure. Having the realization
of temperature–force loading conditions, it is possible to calculate any arbitrary process
using time steps. Similar models with the Saint-Venant body are known and acceptable
for special cases, but they are not filled with physical content and cannot reproduce
temperature–time effects [13].
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Figure 3. Structural model of a material with sequential and parallel connection of elastic bodies
(Hooke’s bodies) and plastic flow bodies (Zhurkov’s or Kauzmann’s bodies).

When testing full-scale structures, the model permits estimating errors of the bench
test programs, which usually exclude the high-frequency components of the spectrum
of its real loading in operation. Although the dispersion of the process at high loading
frequencies is small, it makes a significant contribution to the fracturing and reduces the
durability [1]. To do this, it is necessary to calculate the durability in dangerous places of
the structure using time steps according to the bench test program and according to the
real realizations of the loading of the same places in operation. If the durability of a certain
place in the structure under loading in operation and in tests is determined with the same
structural element of the material model, then the equivalent is correctly characterized by
the ratio of the fracture times. Otherwise, with a forced loading program, it is necessary to
calculate it using the damage accumulated with the element of the model that determines
the durability of the structure in operation.

The fact that damage appears in different places in the structure of the material can be
observed with a microscope [14]. This is also evidenced by indirect data obtained in the
following experiment.
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Fatigue tests were carried out on specimens cut from an aircraft wing panel after
25,000 h of operation. The specimens had countersunk holes that were loaded in operation.
On specimens of another batch, cut from the same panel, where the stress level was low,
and there were no cutouts, the same holes were made that did not work in operation. The
ratios of the average logarithmic values of the endurance of specimens of both batches
with damaged (Nd) and undamaged (N0) holes are shown in Figure 4. The panel material
belongs to the Al-Cu-Zn system.
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Figure 4. Dependence of the coefficient of residual endurance Kres = Nd/N0 of the design specimens
on the loading mode after its long-term operation.

The tests were carried out with a constant value of the asymmetry index
a = σm/σa = 1.222 (σmin/σmax = 0.1) at a frequency of 2.5 and 5 Hz. That is, the tests
were conducted for cyclic tension with a slight excess of the mean nominal cycle stresses
σm over the amplitude σa. Since the inelastic strain according to Equation (7) decreases in
proportion to the increase in the logarithm of the frequency (or the rate of deformation—the
stress in the local volume of the material increases), the endurance will not differ signifi-
cantly, and all the results can be presented in a single dependence N(σmax).

Figure 4 shows that under loading at σ = 66 ± 54 MPa, the endurance ratio has a
minimum. This means that this mode is close to the loading conditions in operation. In
this mode, the damage accrued in the material in operation continues to develop “in the
best way”. In other loading modes, the residual endurance shows an incorrect result. The
obtained minimum of Kres ≈ 0.4 shows that, judging by this place of structure, the aircraft
can be operated for about 16,000 more hours, of course, with the control of the state of
the structure.

Therefore, damage according to the mathematical model of the material is calculated
independently from its structural elements. And the influence of damages of various
origins on the total resource of the material requires special study.

The conditional damageω, calculated for each structural element of the model, varies
from 0 to 1 and is determined as an integral of the fracture rate

.
ω over time:

τ∫
0

.
ω(t,σ, T)dt = 1 (9)
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Equation (9) satisfies the Bailey criterion [15]. This condition implies that the threshold
concentration of damage is reached in some volume of the solid body. The rate of fracture
is understood to be the inverse of durability:

.
ω =

1
τ
= ν0 exp

(
−U0 − γσ

RT

)
(10)

This is for bodies with the Zh elements or

.
ω = ν0 exp

(
−U0

RT

)[
exp

( γσ
RT

)
− exp

(
− γσ

RT

)]
(11)

for bodies with the Km elements, if the loading conditions and material structure are
constant. Equations (1) and (10) corresponding to numerous experimental data are also con-
firmed with a numerical experiment performed using the molecular dynamics method [16].

According to Kauzmann, Equation (4), as well as (11), take into account reverse flow
through the potential barrier. They do so with the same probability in both forward and
reverse directions. He was the first to apply the theory of reaction rates to the flow of
solids [8]. In reality, these probabilities may differ, and some very small value of safe stresses
is found in experiments [3]. Damages do appear and accumulate, but their concentration is
insufficient for macro-fracturing of the solid.

The operation of the concentration criterion of fracturing is illustrated using the
pictures taken with an atomic-force microscope during glass failure [17]. When the
sizes of pores become comparable with the distance between them, their coalescence
occurs, followed by the formation of significant discontinuity in the material that leads to
crack propagation.

4. Experiments, Calculations, and Discussion of the Results Obtained

It is human nature to divide complex problems into component parts, each of which
should be studied very deeply, and the problem should not be considered in its integrity,
completeness, and adequacy. There are dozens of theories of creep, plasticity, and fatigue in
the mechanics of deformable solids. At the same time, the physical principles of fracturing
and deformation are the same. We have seen how one can obtain the two theories of
plasticity (5) and (6) from one differential creep, Equation (3), if we construct these solutions
in the same coordinates σ(ε) [5]. Or to obtain many “theories of plasticity” if the material
has a variety of parameters representing its structure in the model (Figure 3), which can be
interpreted as the variable value of B in Equation (5).

Studies have targeted an interdisciplinary approach to the problem of the destruction
of solids, for example, [18]. They consider in detail various aspects of the processes,
depending on certain loading conditions, the materials used and their structures, and the
mechanisms of the processes. Formulas of Equations (1) and (2) are found in the chapters
Yielding, Plastic flow, Fracture, Fatigue, Creep, and high temperature mechanical behaviour.
A number of areas of knowledge related to the fracturing of materials are considered and
explain what happens in this case. This is the knowledge necessary to understand the
essence of the events taking place. Our approach does not consider the numerous details
of the phenomena observed during fracturing. This is like a cross-section of the whole
problem in a certain plane. It is based on the Fundamentals of the thermodynamic [18], and
all types of fracturing are considered from the same positions. The formulas given above
are used specifically for calculations.

To distinguish, for example, creep from fatigue, the units of measurement of durability
must be uniform. Any unit of measurement always has a physical justification and a
reference value [19]. The unit of measurement “cycle” does not exist in any system of units
of measurement and cannot exist, since in each case it has a different content. Therefore,
it is possible to distinguish cyclic creep from fatigue only if the durability is expressed
in units of time, that is, the way the failure process actually occurs. Figure 5 shows the
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dependences of durability on tensile stresses at their constant value and at cyclic tension
with different frequencies and constant σmin = 40 MPa. The abscissa shows the equivalent
stresses corresponding to the constants at which the durability has the same value in
accordance with Equation (9). In this case

τ∫
0

.
ω(t,σ)dt = τν0 exp

(
−

U0 − γσeq

RT

)
(12)
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Figure 5. Durability of smooth specimens of AK4-1 T1 alloy (Al-Cu-Mg system) tested at constant
(1) and cyclically varying with a frequency of 0.05 (2) and 30 Hz (3) stresses (temperature: 423 K);
reprinted from Ref. [10].

Figure 5 shows that at constant stresses, the logarithm of the durability linearly
depends on the stresses, thereby illustrating the main regularity of fracturing (line 1). With
alternating stresses varying with a low frequency (straight line 2), a decrease in the stress
swing brings the value of the cyclic durability closer to the static one. It is clear that we
are dealing with cyclic creep here, in which a decrease in durability occurs as a result of a
concomitant relaxation of internal stresses, which decrease with a decrease in the loading
rate [1,2]. If the frequency is high (curve 3), a decrease in the stress swing increases the
discrepancy between the fatigue durability under static and cyclic loading, which first
increases and then becomes smaller, approaching the static durability at σa → 0. With an
increase in the stress swing, fatigue failure will be replaced by fracturing from cyclic creep,
and curve 3 intersects with straight line 2.

If the use of Equation (12) is quite justified for a frequency of 0.05 Hz, then for fatigue
failure at a frequency of 30 Hz, the approximating curve should be considered conditional
(the lines in both cases are drawn according to the average logarithmic values of the
durability). The process of failure during fatigue occurs in local volumes, the stresses
in which are not known. In polymers, they can be evaluated with indirect methods,
for example, using infrared spectroscopy [20]. In metal alloys and composite materials–
structures, this can be performed with inelasticity using mathematical models based on
thermodynamic laws of fracturing.

So, if it is necessary to determine the strength characteristics of a new material for
using them in any calculations, the sequence of actions should be as follows. Usually, it
starts with tests under monotonic loading. It is necessary to conduct a series of tests with
different loading or deformation rates at several temperature values and conduct a thermal
activation analysis of the test results. Since the stresses are variable, the results of processing
the experimental data must be reduced, for example, to the maximum stresses recorded in
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each experiment. Instead of calculating the equivalent stresses σeq using Equation (12), we
calculate the equivalent fracture time τeq.

τ∫
0

.
ω(t,σ)dt = τeqν0 exp

(
− U0 − γ|σmax|

RT

)
(13)

The absolute value of σmax in this expression suggests that similar tests can be carried
out in compression, for example, for composite materials that fracture like metals in tension,
but at different levels of internal stresses [1]. In formulas of Equation (2), the sign of the
strain rate should be changed accordingly to the opposite.

Then, the values U(σ) = RT ln(τeqν0) are calculated, and the value of U0 is determined
with the method of successive approximations. According to the type of the obtained
dependences, it can be judged whether the material structure is stable in the investigated
range of loading conditions. If not all U(σ) values satisfy the straight-line equation, re-
processing is performed to exclude the drop-out results. According to the re-found value
of U0, the dropped data is re-processed, indicating the structural changes in the material
that occur in each such case. To find out the causes of deviations is the subsequent task
of researchers. An example of such processing is given in the article [1], where the data
are presented in Figure 5 (line 1). At the same time, the deformation characteristics of the
material are estimated from the residual strain.

Having the activation parameters U0 and γ (which correspond to parameters A and B
in Figure 3, respectively), it is possible to perform calculations for those loading conditions
when the material flows throughout the entire volume, regardless of how the stresses and
temperature change. The internal stresses in the so-called “fracture centers” naturally
change, and this requires special modeling. Figure 6 shows the comparison of experimental
data with the calculation for different temperature–time and temperature–force loading
conditions of structural specimens made of AK-1 T1 alloy, including the data in Table 1
from the publication [1]. Vertical lines correspond to the actual scatter of durability in the
experiment, if more than one specimen was tested under this loading mode.

Table 1. Dependence of the slope tangent of straight lines lgτ(σm) on the amplitude of loading of
09G2S steel specimens.

σa (MPa) 220 240 260 280

dlgτ/dσm × 10−3 −5.383 −2.083 −1.318 −0.629

Figure 6 shows that the calculated estimates of durability fall within a two-fold range
of deviations from the experimental data, which is usually observed when testing the same
material of different batches. The calculations are made taking into account the decay of a
supersaturated metal solid solution in a given alloy aged to the second maximum hardness
(T1 state), representing the parameter

.
ε0 in Equation (2) as the product of the residual strain

with the frequency multiplier ε∗ν0.
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Figure 6. Comparison of calculated and experimental values of the durability of structural spec-
imens and structural elements made of AK4-1 T1 alloy tested at various loads and temperatures:
1, 2—strip with a central hole and a longitudinal stringer under thermo-cyclic loading; 3—rod: con-
stant and variable stresses at 543 K at 10 Hz; 4—full-scale structure fracture, tested under the specified
temperature−force program (with addition of crack propagation period); reprinted from Ref. [10]
with deletion of the range of calculated durability values, taking into account the main experimental
errors in temperature and load.

The determination of the remaining parameters of the structural model of the material
(Figure 3) requires cyclic loading at a constant mean stress component of the cycle σm.
The values of the temperature, frequency, and shape of the loading cycle must be set.
Stepwise increasing the amplitude of loading, we obtain the amplitude dependence of
inelasticity (Figure 2), which is used to select amplitude values for fatigue tests according
to characteristic points. That is, for example, for the AB and BC ranges, two amplitude
values must be selected for each. Then, these modes must be tested with two mean load
components. For each amplitude range, it is sufficient to know for any one mode the
inelastic strain in the loading cycle. After parametric identification of the model, it is
possible to perform calculations at a different temperature, frequency, and cycle shape, and
generally at arbitrary changes in them, if one assumes that no changes in the structure
occur in the material. Otherwise, this requires a separate study, and the material model
parameters must be replaced by functions that represent these changes.

We present a number of experimental data and give examples of calculations. First,
we show how the structural model of the material reproduces the experimental data on the
basis of which its parametric identification was carried out. The parameters of the model of
this material that fractured under compressive loads (in a compression half-cycle) [1] were
determined with tests of specimens of carbon fiber-reinforced plastic (CFRP) T800 under a
symmetric loading cycle. Figures 7 and 8 show the primary experimental data and their
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approximation based on the model calculations, the parameters of which were obtained on
the basis of the amplitude dependence of the material damage per cycle.
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Figure 7. Amplitude dependence of damage of T800 CFRP per cycle, plotted against the logarithmic
average values of endurance at σm = 0: points O1 and O2—amplitudes of appear of hysteresis type
inelasticity in the different volumes of a solid; lines 1 and 2 correspond to amplitude dependences for
these volumes.
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Figure 8. Amplitude dependence of the endurance of T800 CFRP and its averaged interpretation
according to the mathematical model of this material; lines 1 and 2 correspond to the same lines in
Figure 7.

The range of loading amplitudes was from 305 to 350 MPa at test frequencies of 3 and
5 Hz, and a model with two structural elements describing plastic hysteresis in local and
statistically homogeneous material volumes was constructed using four endurance values.
The amplitude dependence of material damage per cycle, represented in Figure 7 by lines 1
and 2, shows that the appearance of local plastic deformations begins with an amplitude
of 304 MPa (point O1), and until the point of intersection of these lines, the endurance
is determined with the first structural element. Starting from the amplitude marked by
point O2, local damage appears in other volumes of the material, and after the point of
intersection of the lines, the endurance will be determined with the second structural
element. As a result, the fatigue curve will be represented by a set of inversely proportional
dependences between endurance and damage per cycle for all structural elements of the
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material model. For T800 CFRP, this is shown in Figure 8. In parametric identification of
the mathematical model of the material, we assume for all structural elements the same
value of U0, which represents the physical constant of the material for a given type of
stress–strain state [2].

The dependences shown in Figure 8 for these loading conditions (cycle shape, test fre-
quency, and temperature) in each amplitude range are formally described with expressions
of the form:

N = 1/[Kd(σa − σa0)] (14)

where Kd is the coefficient of damage increase per cycle for lines 1 or 2 in Figure 7, σa
is the loading amplitude, and σa0 is the amplitude of the appearance of plastic strains
in statistically similar places of the material structure (points O1 and O2). In contrast to
other versions of the formal description of fatigue curves, the parameters of Equation (14)
contain quantitative characteristics of fatigue failure. The damage per cycle is equal to 1/N,
calculated with the average logarithmic value of endurance for each loading mode.

The same type of dependence was obtained for specimens made of steel 09G2S [4].
Figure 9 shows the fatigue curves as dependences of endurance or durability on the stress
amplitude at two values of the mean cycle stresses. For an amplitude of 220 MPa, test
data were added at σm = 90 MPa to demonstrate the linear dependence of the logarithm of
endurance on the mean value of stresses in the cycle.
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Figure 9. Calculated dependences of endurance and durability of smooth 09G2S steel specimens on
loading amplitude for fracture probability of 0.5 and frequency of 10 Hz at σm = 0 (1, 2) and 50 MPa
(3, 4). Point 5 is the logarithmic average value at σm = 90 MPa; the points of intersection of the curves,
marked with arrows A and B, can be places of breaks in the experimental curves.

Tests at an amplitude of 220 MPa really show a linear relationship between the loga-
rithm of durability (or endurance) and mean cycle stresses, which is confirmed with test
data from other materials as well. Table 1 shows the values of the slope tangents of the
straight lines dlgτ/dσm, showing the decrease in the slope angle with an increase in the
loading amplitude.

At points A and B, where curves 1, 2, 3, and 4 intersect, discontinuities or kinks
in the fatigue curves can be detected if the material properties do not have too much
variation and the experimental data are obtained with a small step in amplitude. V. I.
Shabalin investigated this phenomenon in detail in his works [21]. Usually, ruptures are
well identified when one part of specimens from the batch under given loading modes
has accumulated some creep strain, and in the other part of the specimens, this has not
yet occurred. This is understandable—the material structure has changed. But careful
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study of this phenomenon shows that there can be several discontinuities in the amplitude
dependence of endurance.

If we compare the values of endurance belonging to each of these curves, with the
increment of inelastic strain in the cycle, we will obtain their inversely proportional rela-
tionship. Using the example of testing specimens of CFRP (Figure 2), we will demonstrate
this connection.

Fatigue tests were conducted on specimens of T700 CFRP with different schemes of
reinforcement [11,22]. The unidirectional composite had eight layers. In two other batches
of specimens, seven intermediate layers with perpendicular or diagonal stacking were
added. The tests were conducted at a constant mean load component of 130 kN. Inelasticity
was measured under step loading from 10 to 120 kN in steps of 10 kN. At the last step, the
endurance of the specimens was determined, which was compared with the increment of
inelastic strain in its last section. This corresponds to the distance between lines 2 and 3 in
Figure 2. Since the specimens were tested at frequencies of 1, 2, and 3 Hz, a comparison
was made between the durability and the average inelastic strain rate, similar to what is
conducted in a creep analysis. The result of the comparison is shown in Figure 10 [23].
The abscissa axis plots the increment in the average inelastic strain rate as equal to the
increment in the inelastic loop width due to the plastic hysteresis ∆εh to the average value
of the cycle period. It is equal to the ratio of durability τ to the number of cycles N passed
during the failure time of the specimen.
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Figure 10. Statistics of the relationship between inelasticity and durability of T700 CFRP speci-
mens with various reinforcement schemes at P = 130 ± 120 kN: 1, 2—an eight-layer unidirectional
composite (specimens of two batches); 3—the same composite with the addition of seven interme-
diate layers with perpendicular and diagonal packing (the arrow shows the non-failed specimen);
4—direct inversely proportional relationship; lines 1–3 indicate the distribution of specimens by
strength groups.

The durability of specimens of unidirectional CFRP was distributed in two groups,
which is also observed in metal alloys even in one batch of semi-finished products. Since
only the longitudinally oriented layers are load-bearing (specimens are 100 mm wide
with an average length of 278 mm), the specimens with an additional seven intermediate
layers of another orientation had only slightly more failure time than the unidirectional
ones, but they had more damping. The fundamental difference in their behavior is that
the appearance of plastic hysteresis (point A in Figure 2) for specimens with orthogonal
stacking occurred at a greater amplitude. The diagonal stacking of the intermediate layers
apparently leads to an earlier delamination of the composite.
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Using the relationship between inelastic strains and damage accumulation, the math-
ematical model makes it possible to calculate the durability for various spectra of ex-
ternal effects, be it stress or temperature, representing their implementation with piece-
wise linear approximation. Having solutions of differential Equations (3) and (4) and for
other structural elements of the model at constant stresses or strains and linearly varying
Equations (5) and (8), it is possible to calculate any arbitrary process of temperature–force
loading [1]. Figure 11 shows a comparison of the calculated estimates of durability with
experimental data for various loading cases. As in the previous example (Figure 6), the
calculated estimates of durability were made using a model of a design element that
transforms in time the nominal stresses or loads into strains in the places of their concentra-
tion [1,4]. The vertical lines also indicate the range of scatter in the experiment if several
specimens were tested under this loading mode.
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Figure 11. Comparison of calculated (τc) and experimental (τe) values of durability of structural
specimens and structures made of 1201 T1 alloy tested under different loading programs: 1—plate–bar
without notch, constant spectral density value in the interval of 0.5–10.5 Hz, 6 harmonics; 2—plate–bar
without notch, narrowband random noise in the interval of 0–5.5 Hz, 13 harmonics; 3—plate–bar with
notch, narrowband random noise in the interval 0–5.5 Hz, 13 harmonics; 4—plate–bar with notch,
block 87-step program, triangular cycle shape at 10 Hz; 5—acoustic tests of panels in the interval of
0–200 Hz; 6—notched plate–bar, forced flight cycle of 1200 s [24], compiled from records of bending
moments on the wing of an airplane–laboratory; 7—notched plate–bar, forced flight cycle GAG at
0.025 Hz; 8—30 mm wide plate–bar with a central hole of 20 mm, cyclic tests in the frequency range
of 0.1–40 Hz with different cycle shape of loading; reprinted from Ref. [10] with deletion of the range
of calculated durability values, taking into account the main experimental errors in load.

The time step of calculations for a broadband spectrum of loads is chosen to be at least
0.25–0.5 of the period of the highest frequency component of the spectrum. All load spectra
were represented by equivalent polyharmonic pseudo-random processes having the same
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spectral density, or by a real loading process recorded in operation [24]. The degree of
discreteness of the spectrum depends on the material and type of the design element.

As in the case of variable temperatures (Figure 6), the calculated estimates of durability
are mainly located in the range of two-fold deviations from their experimental values. The
calculations were performed based on the average statistical data of the durability of one
of the semi-finished products of this material. To conduct this, two values of the mean
cycle stresses are taken for each range of amplitudes, which are selected with the inelastic
characteristics of the material (for example, the areas AB and BC in Figure 2).

The presented experimental data and calculation results accumulated over the last
years of research work have not lost their relevance so far because they show how to
approach the strength of materials in general and fatigue durability in particular. The
physical principles of material fracturing and the connection of this process with plastic
deformations developing over time do not depend on what kind of loading we have.
This connection is embedded in mathematical models. With changes in the structure of
the material, the relationship between plastic flow and failure is corrected according to
experimental data.

At large absolute values of the asymmetry index and compressive loads, if the loading
amplitude is insignificant or the spectral density of the process is characterized by only
rare outliers, we can expect fracturing as a result of cyclic creep. In these cases, a thermal
activation analysis of the obtained data should be carried out and compared with the data
of monotonic loading. Thus, the T800 CFRP specimens tested with an asymmetry index of
−1.947 had a very large variation in durability and were not presented in publications [1,23].
The thermal activation analysis of these data as a result of “repeated–static” loading with
Formula (13) showed that the strength properties of the tested specimens fall into several
strength groups. This was confirmed with software tests on flight loading implementations
containing periodic emissions in the low-frequency part of the spectrum, the results of
which fell into the same groups in terms of activation energy. That is, for some of the tested
specimens, a large number of fluctuations of small loads did not lead to fatigue failure,
and durability was determined only with residence time under load, since the maximum
compression stresses were very significant.

The same result will be obtained if the test temperature is increased. Round specimens
from the same material, the data on the durability of which are presented in Figure 5, were
tested at a temperature of 543 K. One part of the specimens was tested at a constant stress
of 200 MPa, and the other was tested with cyclic unloading of up to 20 MPa at a frequency
of 10 Hz. The results of the experiment and calculation are shown in Table 2 [5].

Table 2. Results of tests with specimens made of the AK4-1 T1 alloy, 15 mm diameter, 60 mm length,
543 K.

Test Conditions Specimen Number Durability (s)
Experiments and Calculations

σ = 200 MPa

1 120

510

2 180
3 180
4 240
5 420
6 600

σ: 20–200 MPa
Frequency: 10 Hz

1 600

2070
2 2220
3 2280
4 2340

The calculation is made based on the average statistical data of tests of specimens
of this material of various batches. After the thermal activation analysis of these data
and obtaining the parameters of Equation (1), calculations were performed according to
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Equation (9) by integrating over time steps in accordance with the shape of the loading
cycle. The calculated values of durability, as we can see, fall within the range of the
scatter of experimental data. And endurance, if there is a need for it, will be determined
with the product of the failure time with the frequency. And when σa = σa0 according to
Equation (14), when N → ∞ , calculations based on the structural model of the material
(Figure 3) will show that the fracturing occurs as a result of cyclic creep, and the number of
cycles will be determined with the failure time.

The thermofluctuation nature of fracturing also manifests itself in a complex stress
state (indentation, wear, etc.), and an increasing number of researchers are using the
kinetic approach to analyze the regularities of fracturing under these conditions (for
example, [25–27]). For the rate of indentation of the indenter, an experimental dependence
of Equation (2) was obtained [24]:

.
h =

.
h0 exp

[
−U(H)

RT

]
in which H is the pressure on the indentation area (the average value of the indenta-
tion stresses). The experimental data show a linear dependence of the logarithm of the
indentation rate on H for each value of T and on the inverse value of T for each H.

When measuring hardness, we approach the “yield stress” (7) from the other side. At
the initial moment, the indentation rate is high, and when the indentation area reaches a
significant size, the indentation process stops. According to Equation (5), starting from low
stresses, we reach it when a constant creep rate is established. Therefore, the hardness and
“yield stress” are related with a linear relationship, but not leaving the origin. However,
hardness and “ultimate strength” are also related with a linear relationship, but which goes
from the origin [28]. The reason is that Equation (2) contains a parameter that determines
the rate of plastic stain as the sum of local events, which also depends on the activation
entropy [29]. The strength characteristics of the material, based on Equation (1), are associ-
ated with fracturing as a local event, which determines the difference in their relationship
with hardness when maintaining comparable temperature–time conditions:

σb =
U0 − RT ln(τν0)

γ

The higher the temperature and the indentation time, the lower the obtained hardness
value and the corresponding “ultimate strength” σb of the material will be.

There are other works in which the phenomenon of wear is considered as a
“fatigue–thermal fluctuation” process of failure (see references in the book [3]). In these
works, empirical expressions were obtained—the temperature dependence of the wear rate
that contains the Boltzmann factor, that is, it includes a factor of the form exp(−U/kT). The
same approach is used in the work [26].

So, considering the process of fracturing as thermodynamic, it is possible, among
other things, to identify structural changes in the material that have the same nature [6,10],
or to analyze cases of special external effects on the material [30]. Combining knowledge
and methods of mechanics, physics, and physical materials science allows us to solve
such problems.

Modern approaches, for example, to fatigue failure still assume S–N curves (endurance
curves) as a result [31] (and other articles on this topic previously published in the same
journal). Countless such curves can be obtained. Since the dependence of endurance on the
amplitude and mean stresses of the cycle are fundamentally different, we get a number of
various curves. With constant values of the minimum stresses of the cycle, one series of
curves is obtained. With constant values of the maximum stresses of the cycle, a different
series of curves is obtained. The same variety of curves can be obtained by setting constant
mean stresses of the cycle or amplitudes. Multiplying this by the set of values of frequency
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and temperature, we obtain the mentioned result. The shape of the cycle also has effects.
The solution of the problem is not visible.

Curves of endurance are also being used if the estimation of endurance of the structural
component is necessary. In the considerable approach, the calculated model of the structural
component is used, which translates the time process of loading to the time strain process
at the tip of the notch [4]. With such a method, the creep strain in the area of the notch is
calculated, which leads to the change of the mean stress in the region of fracturing.

Curves can be used to verify calculations. And it is better to conduct tests with a
polyharmonic loading process in a wide frequency range and at variable temperatures
(Figures 6 and 11). This will be the proof of the acceptability of the approach used. The use
of S–N curves involves schematization of the real loading process and bringing it to a system
of cycles. Durability calculations should be carried out according to the implementation
of loading processes in time as they occur in operation. The durability of the structure
is determined with flight hours and kilometers of mileage, not cycles. Schematization
distorts the actual loading of structures and leads to errors, complementing them with
calculation methods.

Considering only the external side of the fracture process (experimental durability
curves, formal description of deformation curves, etc.) leads to what we have at the
moment: dozens of strength theories, dozens of creep theories, dozens of plasticity theories,
and dozens of fatigue theories. And all the curves are the result of what happens inside
the material.

5. Conclusions

The proposed methodology for predicting the durability of materials in structures
shows that a unified approach and reproduction in mathematical models of the processes
of their failure and deformation is thermodynamic, allowing us to solve those problems
that have not yet been solved with mechanical methods. Mechanics does not study what
happens in a solid under load. Mechanics only delivers strain characterization and its
variation, considering only the external side of the process. Therefore, its theories are far
from physical reality. Only for special cases, acceptable, and sometimes even very good,
solutions are obtained.

Modeling of internal thermodynamic processes, the results of which are confirmed
with calculations of durability under very diverse temperature–force loading conditions,
indicates the fruitfulness of the approach used. It becomes possible to take into account,
in the calculations, the features in the behavior of materials associated with the influence
of low temperatures and other external effects on the structure of the material and on the
course of its flow and failure processes. In other words, interdisciplinary problems known
in condensed matter physics are being solved.
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